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Lockdown Through
the Lens

O

nce, we captured our busy days and nights
on our phones, filling up our galleries with
photos of food, travel, outfits, friends, nightouts and everything in between. For the last two years,
these moments we captured, of happy days and warm
memories, have slowly descended to the bottom of the
gallery. We asked some film directors, corporate leaders,
actors and entrepreneurs to share what has replaced these
pictures—ambitious cooking projects, playtime with pets
or plants they potted.

In this issue you can also read a touching letter written
by an Ehsaas Woman to her daughter-in-law and see how
children have expressed themselves with art, words and
more during Children’s Day events.
The nip in the air has set the mood for the festive
season throughout the country, but let’s not forget to stay
cautious and celebrate responsibly.
On behalf of our entire team, wishing you and your
loved ones a cheerful and safe festive season!
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Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in the articles are those of
the authors. They do not reflect the opinions or views of the Foundation
or its members.
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SNAPSHOT
OF THE MONTH
Prabha Khaitan Foundation hosted two special Kalam sessions at the Indore Literature Festival

The session Hum Tumko Bhool Na Payenge was organised in memory of Ravindra Kalia
and saw Mamta Kalia (centre) in conversation with Vazda Khan (right) and Sapna Shivale
Solanki

Pravin Sharma (left) and Purushottam Agrawal at the Indore Literature Festival. Agrawal
was part of the session Akath Kahani Prem Ki : Kabir Ke Hawale Se organised by the
Foundation

Team Prabha Khaitan Foundation met with Stephane Amalir, the director of Alliance Francaise, Delhi, and his wife Laura in Kolkata to discuss
collaborations at New Delhi World Book Fair where France will be the Guest of Honour and further future associations

WISHES EHSAAS WOMEN BORN IN DECEMBER
6th December

7th December

19th December

21st December

21st December

Manisha Jain

Babita Kathotia

Arundeep Plaha

Anvi Thaker

Archana Dalmia
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L ckdown
Caught on Camera
There was a time when our phones were full of photos of food, travel, #OOTDs (outfit of the
day), friends, dinner parties and destination weddings. Since the pandemic hit, those moments
come back to us only occasionally, in a ‘this time that year’ feature. So, what has replaced our
perfect clicks in a year of lockdowns and restrictions that kept us confined to solitary
pursuits, mostly in our homes and neighbourhoods?

We asked some people—film directors, fashion designers, entrepreneurs, corporate leaders—to
share the contents of the photo galleries on their phones, through pictures and words, that they
have gathered over the past year. From ambitious cooking projects to making reels, time spent
with pets to rediscovering forgotten passions, Prabha brings you the stories behind some of the
photos that have been collected as memories as we embraced a new abnormal.
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Walk With Me
Ashdeen

“In every walk with nature, one receives far more than
he seeks,” said the Scottish-American naturalist and
author John Muir. This adage proved particularly true
for me from the time the pandemic hit and my morning
walks became an important part of my daily routine,
having a profound effect on my mood and outlook to life.
Most images in my camera roll of late have been moments
I have tried to capture during my solitary walks in the city.
Walking through paths engulfed in lush greenery
always brings me delight. I find that this kind of wild
foliage is nature at its best, and to me it holds the promise
of a better tomorrow. I am not someone who enjoys going
in search of a new adventure every day. I prefer sticking
to a route. The repetitiveness of walking through the
same paths day after day over time evolves into a kind
of walking meditation. I find that it anchors me, offering
predictability, a sense of comfort and solace in times of
unpredictability. Trees become familiar and you develop
a deeper relationship with them. You become a keen
observer of nature as the seasons slowly turn and you see
your friends—the trees, transforming.
While Delhi doesn’t offer much in the form of dramatic
open skies, during lockdown we started pausing to watch
the skies a whole lot more—whether that was from our
balconies, our windows, during our walks or when we
were running our ‘essential’ errands. One such time I
paused to capture the ever-transforming drama of the
skies. With dramatic colours and textures at play, I find it
no less impressive than a striking impressionist painting.
During my walks I often came across colonies of
mushrooms and I always stopped to admire their
intricate, unselfconscious beauty. To me the mushroom
is life-affirming—an example of the fact that nature just
goes on, demonstrating growth and strength against all
odds. I watch these colonies with childlike inquisitiveness.
Sometimes they appear like mysterious little civilisations
and developments far more sophisticated and scientific
than our own.

Walking through paths engulfed in lush greenery always brings me delight

The ever-transforming drama of the skies
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I find walking in Delhi immensely pleasurable. Old
monuments root me to the city and I love running into
them right in the middle of this megapolis with all its
modern accoutrements. Take the tomb of Muhammad
Shah Sayyid in Lodi Gardens for instance. The octagonal
monument is architectural perfection incarnate. It has
no bad angles! Surrounded by tall palm trees, it brings to
mind the Persian Garden of Paradise.
That said, I also love select post-Independence
architecture in Delhi. The beautifully landscaped India
Habitat Centre designed by American architect Joseph
Allen Stein is a particular favourite and a delight to visit
during these quieter times. My favourite feature is the
cleverly designed pergola with angled panels that filter the
sunlight little by little reminding us to guard our inner
space and only let the good things into our minds and
our lives. There’s a reason #neverforgettolookup is such a
popular hashtag on social media!

Ashdeen Z. Lilaowala is an award-winning textile designer,
author and curator known for his research and revival work on the
Parsi Gara through his eponymous label

The tomb of Muhammad Shah Sayyid in Lodi Gardens

The cleverly designed pergola at India Habitat Centre

A colony of mushrooms with their intricate, unselfconscious beauty
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The Achaar Wala
Anuj Bahri

This is a journey that I found myself on during the two
lockdowns that shut us away to hibernate in our homes. I
discovered my love of achaar.
Zindagi mein itni,
Masroofiyat bhi toh nahin,
Ke zaike ka nasha,
Dil mein ho aur zabaan pe nahin.
Khwaabon mein swaad dekhe thhey
Nazar se nahin,
Do ghadi aankh bhar lo,
Zindagi bhar ka safar hai—kuch teekha kuch sahi.

T

his past year, I rediscovered a word that not only
brings joy but a whole world of memories to mind—
achaar or pickle. A word that not only allows us to
experience a myriad tastes but also the nostalgia of our
mother, grandmother or that distant aunt whom we no
longer meet. With a little dollop of this tangy mess of
vegetables or fruits on your plate, you become a time
traveller.

Mango achaar in the making

While growing up, I used to sit with my aunt,
the official achaar-maker of the family, while she
painstakingly and joyfully poured the oils and the masalas
with expert hand measurements onto the neatly cut
mangos or the mix of vegetables in season in the paraat in
front of her. I took joy in seeing the love in her eyes when
she seasoned the fruit with hot, red chilli powder and a
pinch of salt or sugar to get the balance of the taste right.
Every house has a special flavour, a distinct taste, a
unique texture of the achaar that is brought by the maker.
In the Bahri household, achaar is a labour of my love.
Fresh from the bazaar starts the journey of mango and
chilli, a perfect song and dance of hot and sweet, cut in
precise pieces so that everyone enjoys an equal share of
the spoonful of love.
But the masalas are the true magicians of flavour. A
little of this and a little of that certainly make the world go
round. This is the true ingredient, mixed with a shower
of the mustard oil, that enhances the taste. This is also the
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stage when one can taste the smell of the strong mustard
mixing with the mango.
Now comes the most exciting part of the journey—
mixing the masalas with the oils. The love and tenderness
of your hands, with which one mixes and blends the
content, brings out the aroma of the pickle and you know
that you are on the right track—you can instantly feel that
you’ve got it right and in a few weeks, the fragrance of
your labour will linger in the home.

Mixing each batch of mangoes by hand

I love to mix every batch of mango separately,
individually caressing every slice with love and a gentle
squeeze to get the fruit’s juices flowing. Mixed with the
oils, the fruit gets its unique flavour and fragrance that
you can immediately feel around you.
I was always fond of food and trying new recipes in my
spare time, so this whole year of lockdowns, I have finally
found that alternate trade, being the achaar-wala in case
all else fails.
Here we are all packed and ready, my new batch of the
Bahri homemade achaar, with love from my hands to your
table.

Anuj Bahri heads Bahrisons Booksellers and is the
CEO and principal agent of Red Ink, a literary and film
agency in New Delhi

The Bahri homemade achaar, all packed and ready
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LSD: Lockdown Secret Diary
Gauri Shinde

Fact: A year in a blur.

the bra, literally, video calls in PJs and bushy eyebrows.

Lesson: A year of clarity.

When waxing could no longer wait, the initial
excitement started waning. Every day was like a
photocopy of the previous day. Even therapy sessions
seemed repetitive, there was nothing new to report. Life
is so unpredictable and we are all going to die anyway,
the pandemic proving this even more. Every other day,
news of loss was making this belief stronger, that it is all
pointless.

A

n unexpected vacation. With no room service. As
far as a lockdown routine was concerned, I didn’t
do anything unique, we all had similar stories—cleaning
the house, missing the house help every time we had to
wield that broomstick, a cat overjoyed with our 24-hour
company and with attention fatigue, wondered when we
would get out of the house and he would finally get some
“me time”. A sudden discovery of culinary talent, food
photos, the infinite choices of films on Mubi, burning of

But in those silent afternoons and lazy evenings, clarity
began to filter in like a sunrise in slow motion. What do I
really want from life? Do I just travel, have more fun with
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friends, indulge in debauchery, just watch films instead of
making them, which is so much easier?
Shouldn’t we just enjoy ourselves with the time we
have got? But also, don’t we have to occupy ourselves with
something meaningful until we hit the grave with a smile?
Something unexpected happened. I got a project, an
ad film to be directed, guess how? On Zoom. How the
hell can that happen?! Without a shooting floor and not
meeting people. But at the end of the day, we are creatures
who can find a way out of anything when pushed to
the wall. A zillion con-calls, texts, meticulous planning
and innovative solutions later I found myself seated in
my study glued to my laptop to direct my first remotecontrolled shoot. Yes, it took way longer, but it happened.
It was possible. Of course, for a TV commercial but even
then. I was so happy to meet my team and be back at
work, having many laughs as we treaded along on this
newfound work module, even if it was online.
A new joy was found. And the realisation that my
work makes me so happy. To not take these little joys for
granted, like ever.
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Other equally important life lessons:
•

I can manage myself when my house help is on
vacay, what with my new hi-tech vacuum cleaner
and Nigella’s cooking skills.

•

I am fine with my overgrown eyebrows. I finally
look like my goddess, Frida Kahlo.

•

I don’t have to feel guilty about most things except
for over-petting my cat.

•

I don’t need so many pants and skirts, just new
tops. Video call protocols.

•

The minute I get a chance to travel anywhere I will.
Never know when we get banned from entering
that country.

•

I can avoid meeting people I don’t want to. I could
have a sudden cough or cold at will.

•

Amazon has great deals if you are a Prime member.

•

I don’t have to take myself so seriously or think so
much about the future. I may not have one. Such
relief.
Gauri Shinde is an Indian film director and
screenwriter, known for movies like English Vinglish,
her diretorial debut, and Dear Zindagi
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Chasing Shadows
Mayank Mansingh Kaul

A

t one point, a few months back, after weeks of trying
I finally cracked the right proportion of a favourite
Balsamic-olive vinaigrette to be used on top of a dollop
of burrata. The flavours still missing something, I reached
out for a never-before-used jar of roasted garlic flakes for
garnish and an old cracked bowl with just the right depth
to serve, from a pile of rusting grandfather trunks. This
coming together of simple elements for an early dinner
became a big triumph; with the unbearable devastation
that has raged outside over a year through the pandemic,
such small acts of nourishment for oneself and the family
have defined a period of immense trials and wait.

For almost a decade before COVID-19 brought
in a long, forced pause at home, life had been full of
overcommitments, hectic travel schedules and eating out
of cardboard food delivery cases. As the kitchen became
the epicentre of a new life, of learning everyday recipes
as well as experimenting with new ones, the space’s
functional aesthetics transformed into a platform to stage
objects, which brought back memories from past travels
and time spent with friends. Earlier dreaded chores
became meditative processes; peeling and chopping a
scaly fruit, sorting weekly groceries and storing them,
planning menus, measuring ingredients.
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In between the ensuing
steaming, pressure
cooking and baking, going
through things packed
away for years became an
obsession. There was so
much one had acquired
over the years that one had
forgotten about; working
with textiles and crafts,
revisiting them started
revealing the milestones
of a narrative of one’s
personal and professional
journey that one had
altogether forgotten: an old
mashru fragment bought
at a recycling shop outside
a palace in Hyderabad, a
bagh bought as a wedding
present for a friend but
never given… soon these
sessions expanded into
timeless stretches through
the day and night. One
started observing light and
its play at home in ways
that one had not earlier.
In this play of intimacies,
small daily rituals
acquired a new meaning:
a brisk walk at dusk in the
neighbouring park, chasing
a ball with Tiboh—my
year-old indie, gathering
motias from bushes in
the garden at midnight,
plucking cherry tomatoes
on the terrace, staring at
shadows of objects and
things endlessly.

Mayank Mansingh Kaul is a
Delhi-based textile designer,
writer and curator with an interest
in post-Independence histories
of textiles, design and fashion
in India. He is also the founderdirector of The Design Project
India, a not-for-profit organisation
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What’s On My Phone
Mita Vasisht

T

he first announcement of it is like
a call to arms. Gear up, strengthen
the resolve, equip the base, sing your
ode to courage, the enemy can attack
anytime, be alert, awake, strong and fit.
Cannot reach the other camp where
my mother is—all routes, by road or
by air, shut down. Stay where you are.
The cellphone is the only contact mode.
Manage your mother’s home base
by remote, and keep panic out of the
conversations. Only practicality.

run’ (yachting terminology) windward
and leeward, sails pulled tight or
loosened in place, to make it first to the
finishing buoy.

My first video makes a star out of
every wrinkled vegetable that I pull
out, assess and caress with the now
‘natural’ (albeit sudden) resolve that I
am a ‘brilliant chef ’ too, among other
things, and every past-its-freshnessdate-vegetable that I allowed to shrivel
in the veggie basket of my fridge, I
What began to settle into my phone
can transform into a gourmet meal. I
in that three-and-a-half months of just
consume the meal and float it’s AV on
me and my two cats
the sea of social media.
in my two-bedroom
I am inspiration—I
Many
boats,
hundreds
of
those
flat?
am I am…..

boats riding the waves of social
Putting out
I exist—I will be
media
sea,
unfurling
sails,
videos on social
Walt Whitman—and
media—something
celebrate myself!
AHOYS, AYE AYE’s and all the
that I had never
rest—some boats will sit, letting
The next boat I
really done before.
will put to sail on
the wind flap the sails, content
Floating my boat of
the social media
to just be in the sea, others
resolve and all the
seas (let’s call it
chart courses, plant buoys and
above-mentioned
SMS for the rest of
will ‘tack, jibe, run’ (yachting
survival modes on
the article—come
the sea of social
terminology) windward and
to think of it, if
media. Many boats,
leeward, sails pulled tight or
one replaces the M
hundreds of those
with an O… isn’t
loosened
in
place,
to
make
it
first
boats riding the
that the subtext of
to the finishing buoy
waves of social
every ‘Yoo hoo hoo
media sea, unfurling
I am so cool’ AV,
sails, AHOYS, AYE
actually? an SOS to
AYE’s and all the rest—some boats
the Self?)... Anyway to complete the
will sit, letting the wind flap the sails,
sentence begun, the next boat I will put
content to just be in the sea, others chart to sail on the social media seas (SMS)
courses, plant buoys and will ‘tack, jibe,
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will come a few days later: as I begin the daily
chore of sweeping and swabbing my home,
every corner of it meticulously, washing my
clothes by hand; a popular Hindi film Punjabi
ditty comes to my mind and I make a parody
of it, upload it and check the likes over the
days—it surprises me that my home-cleaning
garb, a gentle bit of (not planned) comedy,
no make-up, no glamour look, garners more
‘likes’ in a jiffy, than the more professional
pics uploaded. Realisation!
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her full salary—if only I could do it without
this underlying resentment and without
feeling I am paying someone who has anyway
constantly taken me for a ride.
An essential part of my actor’s craft is to
be ruthlessly honest—so here it is. I resent
paying her a full salary or ANY salary in
these times even though I am paying it. Is
this bad karma? I overheard a pujari in
Trimbakeshwar temple telling a group of
devotees “if you do not wish to give alms,
don’t. But do not taunt the beggar saying ‘why
don’t you do some work’” because you do not
know what karma had put him there despite
being able in body and mind. I must accept
my resentments and see them for what they
are. Besides, no payments for any of my acting
work are going to be released ‘for now’.

Realisation number two: all this house
cleaning work done meticulously and swiftly
still takes up a whole hour and 15 minutes. So,
how is it that my house help insisted all these
years that she had done it ALL in 35 minutes,
every day? I remembered a time when I was
driving out of my building gate and she had
just entered it to head for my flat (in Mumbai
As the initial war-zone bravado settles, I
we leave our keys with the
will battle with the vagaries
house help)—she hadn’t
of the inner storms that I will
This horrible time’ is a divine
noticed me, absorbed
weather by making more boats
time. It is soul time. This is IT.
as she was with her
and setting them afloat on the
cellphone. Twenty-five
Learn the lessons, reform or face SMS. Then six weeks into it, all
minutes later when I
doomsday. How long before the
activity ceases. I sit at the shore
returned to my flat she
and watch some boats and then
stench from ‘there’ hits the AC
had left—the washing
turn my back to the sea and
ducts of exclusive
was done too—on an
gaze at what lies within the
air-purified bubbles
impulse I had sniffed the
immediacy of me.
wet clothes dripping—no,
The street is so quiet outside
not a whiff of detergent
nowadays.
I
can
actually
hear myself breathe
assailed my nostrils.
and think. Yes, I will have to move from this
Realisation number two dents the belief
flat once things get back to ‘normal’ .
that I am an essentially empathetic person.
My NSD classmate’s wife calls and tells me
It is ethical in these times to pay my maid
things about my NSD soul sibling (at NSD
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classmates become that for life) that are soul
shocking. Now that they have been locked in
as a family and no shoots are taking him out
of the home space, the demons are dancing
in him and he with them. She tells me also
that she is no more than a full-time house
help—cooking, cleaning, washing day after
day while he chats on Zoom with friends. I’ll
speak to him, I tell her (I have the authority
and the connection of 35 years to slug him in
the face and pull him up by the collar). No no
no—she shudders. He must not know I spoke
with you... no no no.
Next boat to sail the
SMS: Video three. Me
dressed up in chiffon
and jewellery, with
the bathroom as the
Switzerland scenic
backdrop, performing the
Sridevi’s Mr India number
Kaate nahin kat te yeh
din yeh raat number with
broom and washing in
hand.

form; ACCEPTED as an art form of the
highest calling, calibre and skill. Read the
goddammmmm NATYASHASTRAAAA!!!

It’s a quiet, slow but clear realisation, borne
of quiet long hours spent alone, reading,
thinking, breathing, doing nothing in
particular that something of the me, the me
that dove into the sea of uncertainties of life
at the age of 19, dove in without a swimming
tube, without a raft in sight, or a boat, with
just the soul speak (that acting was my path),
that this me surfaces from the depths of a
stormy ocean that the world
is being tossed about in.
My left brain and right brain
‘This horrible time’ is a
are in deep discussion—for a
divine time. It is soul time.
change they both agree and are
This is IT. Learn the lessons,
reform or face doomsday.
not arguing—as it is, theatre is
going a-begging in India, even in How long before the stench
from ‘there’ hits the AC
normal times. Do ‘it’ anywhere,
ducts of exclusive airin anyone’s drawing room, do ‘it’ purified bubbles.

for less, for free, for nothing. Just
doing ‘it’ is the theatre spirit!!!

Sail away, dear video. I
also sent it to him… just by the way.
Who am I? Asks my inner voice. Miss
Rajini of the Rajini serial of many decades
ago? Trying to fix-it the world!
My own fraternity of actors, some who
I have a high regard for, insist on ‘doing a
piece’ from home—for theatre. I conveniently
blame the internet and no one to fix it for me,
as being unable to do any of the many things
on Zoom.
My left brain and right brain are in deep
discussion—for a change they both agree
and are not arguing—as it is, theatre is going
a-begging in India, even in normal times. Do
‘it’ anywhere, in anyone’s drawing room, do
‘it’ for less, for free, for nothing. Just doing ‘it’
is the theatre spirit!!! YAAAAYYYY!
So many theatre boats bobbing on
Social Media Seas: kitchens, bedrooms
and unaesthetic intimacies of personal
space visible in the background. I will
not sell theatre cheap. It has to be an art

‘It’ is forcing everything
out in the open. Everything
inside and outside in the
world we have created, is
exposed now, to the sharp clear beam of a
light.
What’s on my phone tells me the
difference between the SMS I have boats
bobbing on, and that other sea of my soul
calling that needs neither to preach, nor to
affirm; that always told me I was a speck of
dust but/and, within that speck was a divine
universe. Who am I?
I can view all my boats in the Social Media
Sea, bobbing, floating and saying ‘hiya’ to
other boats….
Me? I believe it is time: I will do an
underwater somersault and swim to where
the Ganga makes a U-turn to flow back to its
source.

Mita Vashisht is an Indian actress known for her
work in films, theatre and television. She is best
known for her roles in shows like Space City Sigma,
Pachpan Khambe Laal Deewarein, and Swabhimaan
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Doing a Quarter Bit More
Sangita Kathiwada

T

he last two years have had us all go through dramatic
changes. Confined within the walls of our homes, one
had more time for reflection.

nurturing the relationships which mattered the most. I
found time to respond to the overflow of compassion that
I had felt and help in whatever ways I could.

Life appeared to move in slow motion. I paused,
looked, appreciated, experienced and felt more deeply.

I also became extremely conscious of what I put inside
my body, rather than on my body, which gave rise to a
fabulous new initiative—Sava.

From this time stemmed an opportunity to reach
out to friends, far and beyond, who were buried in the
corners of my heart but were never allowed to surface,
considering my hectic living. Geographic boundaries
melted and although we weren’t together physically, we
were able to connect deeply, thanks to technology. I felt as
if I looked into the eyes and faces of my friends more than
I did when we met in person. I realised the importance of

My new initiative — SAVA at Melange

The Hindi word ‘sava’ means one and a quarter. Our
name reflects our vision of ‘doing a little bit more’. More
for our bodies, minds, more for our health, more for
our community, environment and more for our spirit.
Usually, food stories begin at a farm and end in the
stomach. Ours with Sava, goes further and considers the
entire food cycle from soil to soil. What you will find on

17
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Private Members' club for the culturally curious—Circle1434—Kathiwada City House

our shelves is a result of a little more mindfulness and
a little more willingness to learn from nature. Luckily, I
found a perfect partner in Kavitha Mantha to spearhead
this project.
My journey has revolved around sustainability for 30
years. Being a vocal advocate of empowering artisans and
reinvigorating the country’s rich heritage, creating Sava
during these times and launching it at Melange felt like a
natural progression for me.
While my mind was in this space of nurturing bonds,
I took a step further to hopefully strengthen not only my

Creating happiness for myself by treating fresh pomegranates growing on my terrace with
utmost respect and care

personal, but a few strong bonds for individuals in the
same areas of interest as mine, including art, design and
wellness. This helped me push the idea, at a great speed,
of building a culturally conscious community to come
together, interact and create.
Circle 1434 is the result. I created a members'
community for the culturally curious. We envision the
circle as a meeting place for the like-minded, to inspire,
support, learn, co-create and collaborate. We see it as a
coming together of individuals with diverse backgrounds
and strengths who can contribute to one another. To

Getting creative while doing pottery with my friends, which I finally got to tick off my
bucket list!
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be a starting point for everlasting friendships, flourishing
partnerships and transformational
journeys. To curate events and
workshops around art, design,
literature, food, fashion and wellbeing. We also see it as a place to
pause, reflect and unwind. To break
away from the hectic everyday and
find your moment of solitude.
My camera went into the
direction of shooting images
of trees in my compound,
earthenware and nature.
Not prone to social media, I was
never keen on sharing my personal
images with the world. However,
this was a great way to share what I
was up to.

Sangita Kathiwada is the founder and creative
director of Melange, one of the country's first
multi-designer stores

Sunday morning glimpse of this cooking site on the side of the road making me recall how we all coexist in the city of dreams

My tropical star fruit tree in my Kathiwada City House compound which truly
inspires me to be as fruitful and generous as she!

Radiating boundless love towards the entire world through the Buddha in me
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Transforming the Professional
and Personal
Paul Abhraham

T

he pandemic has been like none other. The fear and
uncertainty it induced when it first came and the
sense of all-pervasive dread has scarred us in ways we
haven’t yet fathomed. I could see mental health fraying
on account of many concerns around job loss, inability
to meet loved ones, the sense of entrapment, the loss of
school days, the fear of loss of loved ones and so much
more. Yet, in all of this, we did also have a chance to
introspect. We had to alter our daily calendars. We learnt
to deal with time, which hung heavy on days. We learnt
to live with rules that were guided by the common good.
We upskilled our digital abilities. We read more. Watched
more serials and movies out of home. We wrote more.
Managed with so much less, including clothes and travel.
We engaged in our passions. The early excitement of
Zoom sessions with colleagues and family became tedious
chores very soon.

I for one had just begun to unwind from my career
of many years. At the start of 2020, I took up a job at
the Hinduja Foundation and was looking to drive the
group’s engagements in social impact spaces like Health,
Education and Water Stewardship. Suddenly COVID-19
came and upended all that. There was a frenzy of relief
work, which needed to be coordinated and delivered in
double quick time. But the sense of satisfaction in being
able to make a difference propelled the teams and a sense
of purpose drove our energy levels. My job required me
to sit as an ex-officio member of the governing teams at
the hospital and college. It was a completely new vista of
learning. Seeing these institutions from the inside and
appreciating a new world was particularly special after
having been a banker for close to four decades. We have
since restarted the many streams that were core to us
and working in areas like water conservation has been
particularly fulfilling.
I also started to work much more intensely with my
own Arts Foundation, progressively learning new ways
to tell stories and engage audiences digitally. It was a
moment of epiphany when one realised the tremendous
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loss of learning with children who were the most
impacted by the incarceration at home, often unable to
even play with friends within their home environs. We
realised that content in the arts would be appreciated by
the children, especially if told well and visually. We went
about our job with a manic mission, delivering content to
kids via partner organisations that worked with children.
I got involved in interviewing storytellers and bringing
their narratives to larger audiences. We made movies on
crafts. We had digital exhibitions. We researched subjects
extensively, honing our ability to tell stories better and
building databases of content targeting children across
age groups. Sarmaya Arts Foundation became a place
where we tried to bring innovation to bear upon the art of
storytelling. There is a long way to go but we seem to be
on the right track.
Much as it may sound cliched, I learned to cook under
my mother’s tutelage. I helped her with her gardening. I
started to look at my own health, and my wife and I made
a commitment to improve our physical well-being. Daily
walks became part of our private time together, when we
shared the day and its proceedings.
The greatest excitement that 2020 brought was on the
personal front. I got married to Pavitra. To be able to
have a companion in life is a blessing and we had planned
for it all to come together in the middle of the year in
June. Lists of invitees, hotel bookings, destination travels,
clothes, etc were all discussed and many shortlists made
and then it all got stood on its head. Finally it was done
in the simplest of ceremonies at the registrar’s office at
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Town Hall for a princely spend of Rs 250 in the midst of
the pandemic in the presence of three witnesses. Now we
spend a lot of time planning the future after the pandemic
and managing the many pulls and pressures of the
combined family of four boys and our mothers.
Our youngest took a year off and did a bunch of
exciting internships, including one to certify himself
as a naturalist, post which he became vegetarian with a
vengeance. Another son who had completed math from
one of the most prestigious universities of the world made
a career switch to the culinary arts and now works as a
chef at one of the world’s best-known restaurants, which
was in the news recently for having converted from a
meat-based cuisine to a plant-based one. The third shifted
homes and returned to his passion for Muay Thai and
his indulgences in locating extra-terrestrials and sundry
fellow travellers in this universe we call home. The eldest
got admission to an MBA and took a break from his job
to spend time with his girlfriend. That’s when I realised
that the world has changed in so many fundamental
ways. COVID-19 has shaped career choices, pastimes,
influences, social mores and the sensitivity to the
happenings of the world around.

Paul Abraham is the president of the Hinduja
Foundation, which he joined in 2020. He was previously
the COO of IndusInd Bank
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The Year of Magical Thinking
Mozez Singh

T

he dark cloud of the virus choked the earth in its
vice-like grip and sent us sputtering back into the
safe cocoons of our homes last March. We were all
bewildered, confused, paranoid, petrified and enraged
by how the virus was upending our lives, and how
monumentally powerless we were before it. Suddenly, our
fragility as human beings, something we have not always
acknowledged, became shockingly obvious to us. Death
was just a breath or a touch away now, and if we stepped
out of the shelter of our homes, Death would come
charging at us like an invisible samurai thirsty for the kill.
It has been a tumultuous time. The world has been
precipitously plunged into a bottomless abyss of death,
disease and decay and the mind has been possessed by
a gripping fear that refuses to evaporate, no matter how
much one has exercised, watched Netflix, made Zoom
calls to friends and families, worked from home or
cooked and spring cleaned. The fear is too visceral as the
invisible enemy lurks outside our doors and the horror,
panic and anxiety that it creates has crippled many of us
into a state of catatonia.
What to believe? Who to believe? Do I really need to
sanitise the groceries? Just as I felt myself sliding down a
rabbit hole of relentless paranoia, I was commissioned to
write and direct a series for Disney+ Hotstar, and the offer
felt like the hand of God was at long last on my head. I
understand. It was a busy time for that hand.
I have spent most of the last year writing and filming
“Human”. Uncannily enough, “Human” is a fictional
medical thriller set in the world of clinical drug trials and
is therefore very current. I spent eight months writing
the 10-episode series and what a joy it was! Writing this
became not just the ultimate escape from the spooky
reality of the world outside, but it became a balm, a
lullaby, a thing of magic that lifted me in its arms and took
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me away to a place where the virus did not exist.
My daily routine was fixed. I would wake up, do an
hour and a half of yoga and calisthenics, meditate, shower,
eat lunch and then sit on my desk every afternoon from
3pm to 8pm either discussing the script with the writers
room, which had three other superb writers in it and
which I ran over Zoom for these eight months, or then
using those five hours to write the scenes in the solitude
of my home.
Every day I would be filled with a deep sense of
gratitude for being able to do this work. The make-believe
world of my series let me travel into an alternate reality.
A reality in which the world was the normal place we all
knew before the onslaught of this virus obliterated what
we knew as normal and where life still functioned as we
used to know it. A world in which there was love and
pain, hope and failure, faith and deceit, all cohabitating in
the grand design of Life. Unlike the world created by the
virus, where mostly fear reigned supreme, like a towering
inferno in a room filled with smoke and mirrors, ugly
politics, misinformation, unaccounted for deaths, the
birth of medical mafias and not enough graves and pyres
to burn or bury the dead.
The singular question the series poses is, What is
humanity? In the epoch-changing era of COVID-19, there
has been such a colossal amount of loss on so many levels.
Millions have died, businesses have collapsed, families
have broken up. I felt the story I was writing should be
one of hope and compassion. I felt it was important to
show that no matter what happens, all is never really
lost, and that if you try hard enough, you will find a way,
just like so many regular citizens did as they opened the
floodgates of ‘seva’ and shared their largesse, whether it
was love, food, money, medicine, shelter or art.
In Joan Didion’s masterpiece, The Year of Magical
Thinking, grief is her catapult into spellbinding creativity.
As she begins writing this sublime memoir about loss, her
catharsis begins. The words cast a spell of hope around
her, and so begins her healing process.
I spent eight months writing the series and we filmed
it over a span of six months (the second wave interrupted
the shoot and extended the shooting time), and like a
mantra, I kept telling myself through this entire journey,
that no matter what kind of threat the virus poses, no
matter how much the world outside suffocates my joy, I
should feel so blessed to be able to exist in this parallel
world of my own creation. This is my catapult into
catharsis.

I should give every ounce of passion to this world,
because if the real world is hurtling us down the valley
of violent endings, at least my fictional world can make
us believe that from the peak of the highest mountain
blooms the Power of Creation.
And so I began to climb.
Mozez Singh is an Indian writer and director. He was
awarded the Rising Director Asia Star Award at the 20th Busan
International Film Festival for his directorial debut, Zubaan
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It is Time to
Redesign the World

Archana Dalmia

Sam Pitroda

S

more in a virtual session of Ek Mulakat Vishesh
am Pitroda’s journey began in a small tribal village
organised by Prabha Khaitan Foundation. With
in Odisha in 1942 during the days of the British Raj.
His parents had come from Gujarat to Odisha looking
more than 55 years of experience in the fields of
telecommunications and development, Pitroda
for work in the 1930s. Because there were no schools in
has helped spread the reach of
the tribal village, Pitroda’s parents
telecommunication to remote parts
decided to send him to a boarding
school when he was nine years old.
of India and attempted to bridge the
Today, in the world, you have
That was when his formal education
global digital divide. He’s also an
two visions: the American vision,
expert planner and policymaker as
started—in the fifth grade, in a small
which
is
based
on
command
and
well as a former adviser to ex-prime
town called Vallabh Vidyanagar.
control, and the Chinese vision,
ministers Rajiv Gandhi and Dr.
It was there that Pitroda imbibed
which is also based on command
the idea of Gandhian values as he
Manmohan Singh. In conversation
with Pitroda was Archana Dalmia,
started comprehending the ideals of
and control. What the world needs
Ehsaas Woman of Delhi. Riddhima
truth, trust, love, diversity, inclusion,
is a third vision, which is based
Doshi introduced and welcomed the
justice and freedom—ideas that
on
collaboration,
cooperation
and
guests to the session.
were fundamental to his upbringing.
decentralisation
Mahatma Gandhi was his role model
In his recently published book,
while growing up, as were Pandit
Redesign the World: A Global Call
Jawaharlal Nehru, Sardar Vallabhbhai
to Action, Pitroda has talked about
Patel, Maulana Azad, Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose,
the historical opportunities post-COVID-19 to rethink
Rabindranath Tagore and Sarojini Naidu.
the world with an emphasis on science and technology.
Internationally acclaimed telecommunications
entrepreneur Sam Pitroda revealed all this and much

Pitroda had decided to write the book when he was
locked up at home in self-quarantine for 18 months.
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His analysis while writing the book
showed him that the world had last
been designed just about the time he
was born. And while that design had
indeed solved certain problems and
democratised technology to some
extent, it hadn’t solved problems
related to hunger, violence, poverty and
environmental concerns.

to multiple countries, values, ethics,
morals, human rights and democracy.
He said, “I think IT and telecom have
changed the face of India. We’ve seen
the benefit of IT during the COVID-19
crisis. We could manage the world
better. We could connect with our
loved ones, get information on them
Ridhhima Doshi
and see them on screen through video
conferences
at
zero
cost… This is a great contribution
“To me, COVID-19 says we’re interconnected,
of
hyperconnectivity.
Hyperconnectivity is about the
interwoven, interdependent and interrelated. At the end
democratisation of information, decentralisation of
of the day, there are only two things that matter in life:
information and demonetisation of services. It’s about
the planet and the people. The planet doesn’t need us—
both content and context. To me, hyperconnectivity is
we need the planet. We’ve not taken care of our planet
more like fire. It’s that basic. But we don’t understand
in the last 50 years. In this rush for consumption, we’ve
that. We don’t realise that this is our opportunity to take
destroyed a lot of good things on our planet. Our air
humanity to the next level.”
is polluted. We have mountains of plastic in the ocean.
Global warming has been debated on for the last three
to four decades… People set targets, but nobody meets
targets, and life goes on as if nothing has happened,” said
Pitroda.

To bridge the gap between supply and demand, Pitroda
thinks the whole idea of consumption has to change.
“Demand as we see it today is very different. It’s demand
by people who can afford to buy and not by people who
need it…You need a simple life. That’s
what Gandhiji taught. You need to
tone down things. Just because you
The redesigning of the world
can afford to do something doesn’t
can be done by beginning a new
mean you should. You’ve got to live a
conversation, exciting young
modest life,” he said.

The entrepreneur believes the
whole conversation globally is only
for people at the top of the pyramid
and not for the people at the bottom.
But when global warming isn’t
addressed, the people at the end of
people, whose future is at stake,
the economic chain are the ones
Talking about education, Pitroda
sensitising, identifying the
who suffer the most. These are the
said with the rise of technology,
change agents, bringing about
tipping points that make Pitroda feel
he believes education needs to
it’s time to redesign the world. “The
be completely decentralised. It’s
generational changes through
redesigning of the world can be done
important to give the responsibility
new conversation. Somebody
by beginning a new conversation,
of education and health to every
has to dream. People should be
exciting young people, whose future
district and community and leave the
sensitised and seeds should be
is at stake, sensitising, identifying
government out of such matters. “The
planted to redesign the world
the change agents, bringing about
government is too deeply in control in
generational changes through new
education and health—it’s a command
conversation. Somebody has to dream.
and control system. Today, in the world,
People should be sensitised and seeds should be
you have two visions: the American vision, which is based
planted to redesign the world,” said Pitroda.
on command and control, and the Chinese vision, which
is also based on command and control. What the world
Can the new telecommunications technology help in
needs is a third vision, which is based on collaboration,
disaster management? “Absolutely,” said Pitroda. “India
cooperation and decentralisation,” said Pitroda.
is a nation of connected billions. For the first time in
human history, we are all connected. Borders do not have
the same meaning we had before hyperconnectivity,” he
added.
Pitroda believes he is a digital national, who is loyal

Ek Mulakat Vishesh is presented by Shree Cement Ltd
@Ek_Mulakat

@ekmulakatevent

BHUBANESWAR
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Of Puns,
Politics and
Punditry

Shashi Tharoor

David Davidar

A

—and for the longest time—on his writing. “It is thus
sking me to choose among the books I’ve written
is like asking a mother who her favourite child is!” entirely appropriate that we are celebrating Pride,
Prejudice and Punditry: The Essential Shashi Tharoor
exclaimed Shashi Tharoor in his inimitable fashion.
today—the book that marks the culmination of the
The former international civil servant, politician and
first 50 years of Shashi’s writing career,” said Davidar.
parliamentarian has also attained iconic status as an
“Not to mention 10 years of Aleph!” remarked
author and a wordsmith, with the nation on several
Tharoor, drawing attention to
occasions hanging on to his
the fact that the Aleph Book
every word and then going
Company was founded by
scrambling for dictionaries.
His literary output has, of
Davidar a decade ago in 2011.
I’ve always maintained that the tale
Davidar went on to reveal that
course, been formidable; he
is not as important as the telling of
has written more than 20
Tharoor had published his
the tale. You might think of a plot, but
first short story when he was
books, some of which are The
if you don’t tell it well the story falls
Great Indian Novel, India: From
10, and his first book about 40
Midnight to the Millennium,
years ago. “Pride, Prejudice and
flat. Style is important, and it involves
Punditry is meant to celebrate
Pax Indica: India and the World
many things: vocabulary, wit, the use
those milestones as well as the
of the 21st Century and Why I
of formulae for effect and so on. To me,
fact that it’s the 10th anniversary
Am A Hindu. Under its Kitaab
words have a certain value as a part of
initiative, Prabha Khaitan
of Aleph’s founding, and Shashi
that process, which is not necessarily
was one of the earliest authors
Foundation recently organised
only
about
getting
a
simple
to join our list and has been our
a session with Tharoor in Delhi
most steadfast pillar of support.”
to talk about his 2021 book,
message across
Pride, Prejudice and Punditry:
The selections in Pride,
The Essential Shashi Tharoor.
Prejudice and Punditry number
In conversation with Tharoor
over 70 and range from fiction
was novelist, publisher and
to nonfiction, politics to history. How did Tharoor’s
editor David Davidar.
early start at writing come about? “As a kid, I was
Davidar observed that Tharoor’s star has shone over
three endeavours—politics, international diplomacy
and writing; but of the three, it has shone the brightest

asthmatic,” revealed Tharoor. “As a result, I was often
confined indoors, struggling to breathe and unable
to go out and play with friends. I grew up in an India
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(L-R) Anantmala Potdar, Karuna Goenka, Huma Khalil Mirza, Shazia Ilmi, Archana Dalmia, Ina Puri, Shashi Tharoor, David Davidar, Kapish Mehra, Dipali Bhasin, Neelima Dalmia Adhar,
Anindita Chatterjee and Shinjini Kulkarni

without television; computers didn’t exist, let alone
mobile phones. The only distraction available for an
asthmatic kid was reading; so reading became my
escape, my entertainment and my education.” Tharoor
said that he read whatever he could lay his hands on.
Being the eldest child meant that he didn’t have any
elder siblings’ books to borrow, so he read, rather
precociously, whatever was in his father’s or mother’s
collection at home. “And to while away the rest of my
time, I had two other activities that both involved
books. One was playing book cricket—a game that
can keep you distracted for quite a while if you were
as much of a cricket nut as I was—and the other was
writing!”

my mother started me off by reading Noddy tales”—he
then graduated to the adventures of kids trying to
solve mysteries. As he grew older, he started reading
more widely and eclectically, as a result of which his
writing became more diverse. “A story by another
author about the US civil war inspired me to imagine
a civil war in the Indian context, and I wrote a slightly
silly and morbid story around it. The Sunday edition of
the Free Press Journal, which in those days was called
the Bharat Jyoti, decided to publish it. So I appeared
in print; I was all of 10 years old. Thereon, writing
became a daily activity. There were no distractions, so
that is what I focused on and I think it helped shape
the writer in me.”

Tharoor readily admitted that what he wrote at
the time was very derivative of what he was reading.
Having grown up reading typical English books of
children’s stories—“Enid Blyton was a favourite, and

What about Tharoor’s mother’s influence on his
writing and her move to push him towards excellence?
“My father was very much a man of words,” said
Tharoor. “He was a Scrabble addict and there wasn’t

On his childhood writings
“Like the Famous Five or the Five
Find-Outers, I invented the Six Solvers,
who were much like the creations of
Enid Blyton, except that my solvers
were going off, like me and my sisters,
to a Kerala village every year for
holidays and solving mysteries there!”

On being published for the first
time at the age of 10
“There’s something terribly
addictive about seeing your name in
print; when that happens, you want
to see more of it!”
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On the importance of style in writing
“One of the things that make me a
devotee of P.G. Wodehouse is that he
was a master of English prose in a way
very, very few writers have ever been.”

On jokes and memes that have been
made on him
“There was one that I thought was
not too bad. It said, ‘I thought I was
poor. Then I met Shashi Tharoor and
realised I was impecunious!’”

On being saddled with a reputation
for using unfamiliar words
“When a rather egregious fellow
broadcast a series of lies about me on
television, I reacted in fury, saying that
it was a ‘farrago’ of misrepresentations.
I thought all of the individual words
I used were fairly simple; I had been
using ‘farrago’ since my debates in
college! I didn’t think these were
unknown words, but apparently they
were because a few hours later there was
a mystified tweet by the Oxford English
Dictionary asking why there were a
million searches for the word ‘farrago’!”

a word game that he couldn’t play and excel in. He
would his advice to an aspiring writer be? “The first
instilled this love of words in his children. My mother’s question to ask is, why is one writing? Presumably,
influence was different; she is someone who was very
one is writing to communicate with people; I know I
driven, and wanted to ensure that her children did
am,” said Tharoor. “If you’re writing, you should share
everything that she never had an opportunity to do,
it with others; the purpose of writing is to reach other
growing up in a village in Kerala.”
people. And you cannot reach people
Tharoor revealed how she used to
effectively if you’re not understood.”
When you enter politics
sign her kids up for competitions
Tharoor said that he tries to
believing it to be a battlefield
and drive them there so that they
use words that are appropriate for
could participate. For instance, she
of ideas, and if you believe that conveying an idea, but which, at the
was constantly taking Tharoor off
it’s about principles and values same time, are understood by most
to speech contests; she even got her
readers. “But style is also a part of
and what you care about, you
children to appear for a few shows on
realise that these things occupy writing,” Tharoor emphasised. “And
the All India Radio.
especially in my fiction, I’ve always
“A lot of my books are dedicated
to my mother’s ‘divine discontent’,”
laughed Tharoor. “She always wanted
to do more, and wanted us to do
more. That, I think, drove me a great
deal. In some ways, there’s a part of
me that would be happiest sitting
alone in a room either reading a book
or typing something on a computer
screen rather than going out; but
my parents being the way they were,
ensured that all three of us kids grew
up into being a little more outgoing.”

very little space in the mind
of the average politician. It’s
essentially a lot about personal
interests; things that the
average Indian MP is required
to do are things that western
democratic politicians would
be forbidden to do under ethics
rules in their own countries

Davidar observed that even though Tharoor had
gained a reputation for using big, unfamiliar and
often opaque words, that reputation did a disservice
to his writing, which is clever, lucid and precise. What
does Tharoor characterise as good writing and what

maintained that the tale is not as
important as the telling of the tale. You
might think of a plot, but if you don’t
tell it well, the story falls flat. Style
is important, and it involves many
things: vocabulary, wit, the use of
formulae for effect and so on. To me,
words have a certain value as a part of
that process, which is not necessarily
only about getting a simple message
across. Having said that, I would not
be read as widely as I am if people
couldn’t understand what I was writing!”

Tharoor’s only tip to an aspiring writer would be
to read, as the more one reads, the more they get
comfortable with language, and with a sense of how
words are used. “Write to be understood. I won’t go as
far as Ernest Hemingway, who said you should write a
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sentence and then strike out all the adjectives; sometimes
adjectives, adverbs and modifiers are all useful. In any
case, my style is more ornate than Hemingway’s ever was!
But I would say, write simply and clearly, and if a sentence
seems unnecessarily heavy, then use different words.”
“You write in Pride, Prejudice and Punditry about your
political heroes,” Davidar pointed out. “What was the one
trait they shared that you admire?” Tharoor began his
answer by admitting that he really sees all of his heroes
as having feet of clay. After all, nobody is a superman in
the real world. “But this book has some of my writings
on the likes of Ambedkar, Nehru, Patel, Krishna Menon
and Tilak; one thing that linked them all was their
passion for India, their realisation and dedication to the
idea of building a better India that they were spending
their lives serving. The other thing is that they were all

DELHI
to do are things that western democratic politicians
would be forbidden to do under ethics rules in their own
countries.”
The talk was followed by a Q&A session between
Tharoor and the audience. Tharoor also read out, upon
Davidar’s request, some of his own poetry. The evening
came to a close with a rather pertinent question: which of
his own books would Tharoor recommend to someone
who has never read him before?
Tharoor stated that all of his books are of equal value
to him; the answer, therefore, essentially depends on
the reader and their area of interest. His novels are very
different from one another; so are his non-fiction books.
“If you’re interested in reading about literature then
Bookless in Baghdad is the book for you,” said Tharoor.
“If you like biographies, then you could read my book

Emmanuel Lenain

Neeraj Kumar

Pavan Varma

Sunita Kohli

Benita Sharma

Lily Tharoor

Milinda Moragoda

Prem Prakash

Raghu Rai

Sujata Prasad

very good with words! They all wrote and spoke; Nehru,
of course, stands out as a writer, though Ambedkar is
a very close second. So did Gandhi. His prose is not
literary the way Nehru’s is, but it’s very clear and has a
simplicity and sincerity that would be difficult for people
in contemporary politics to match.”
“You also write in the book about some of the
things you most despise about politics today,” observed
Davidar. Tharoor responded from the point of view of
an individual entering politics from outside the arena,
as he did. “When you enter politics believing it to be
a battlefield of ideas, and if you believe that it’s about
principles and values and what you care about, you realise
that these things occupy very little space in the mind of
the average politician. It’s essentially a lot about personal
interests; things that the average Indian MP is required

on Nehru. And if readers are prepared to grapple with
some heavy theorising and then relating to contemporary
politics, then the whole issue of nationalism has been
dealt with in The Battle of Belonging.”
In many ways, however, Pride, Prejudice and Punditry
is the simplest answer to the question, according to
Tharoor. “It includes tastings of each one of my various
kinds of writing. By reading this book from cover to
cover, it might be easier to decide which of the other
books one might want to read more fully!”

This session of Kitaab is presented by Shree Cement Ltd,
in association with Aleph Book Company
and Ehsaas Women of NCR
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Writing
From
the Gut

Sharlene Teo
Mita Kapur

W

hen we think of Singapore, the glittering towers of
Marina Bay Sands immediately come to mind. Or
the iconic Merlion, the bustle of Clarke Quay, even the
Singapore Sling! But what about Singaporen literature? .
In their November session of The Universe Writes,
Prabha Khaitan Foundation, in association with
Siyahi, hosted acclaimed Singaporean writer Sharlene
Teo. The winner of the inaugural Deborah Rogers
Writers’ Award for her first novel, Ponti, Teo is also
the recipient of the 2013 David T.K. Wong Creative
Writing Fellowship and the 2014 Sozopol Fiction
Fellowship. The young author was in conversation
with Shivranjani Singh about Ponti, a riveting
coming-of-age story about female friendships.

The bullied kids aren’t angels and the monstrous mother
isn’t the devil incarnate.”
“With each character the reader explores, there is an
immediate sense of kinship,
because of how well the
characters are written,” Singh
noted about Ponti.

“I started writing the story
from the view of the Pontianak,
a Southeast Asian supernatural
creature in white that gouges
people’s eyes out, with elements
Shivranjani Singh
of magical realism,” responded
Teo. “Eventually, the writing took a more realistic turn. I
Teo began the conversation by reflecting on the
wrote of a beautiful woman cast in a campy horror film
experience that shaped a lot of what Ponti is about. “I
about a Pontianak, at a time when these lurid horror films
recall my years growing up in the Singapore of the 1990s,
were going out of fashion, relegating Amisa to play the
picking books off my brother’s and sister’s bookshelves
part of the dissatisfied, shallow yesteryear actress who
and spending hours at the bookstore. Having grown up
can destroy you with one glance. Circe, a woman nearing
on a steady diet of western literature, I am glad to see how
her 30s, and working in marketing and social media,
far the literary scene in South Asia has come. I attended a
embodies millennial angst, struggling to fit into a teenage
convent girls’ school in Singapore; I saw and experienced
or 20-something Instagram world. Szu, whose life you see
the friendships, the cliques and all the cruel experiences of
as a teenager, is in shambles, with no parents and an eating
growing up. All my characters are painted in shades of grey. disorder, but when you see her 17 years later, things turned
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out okay for her. These characters could so easily be the
reader.”

an alchemical process. Another writer said that fiction
doesn’t come from the head or the heart, it comes from
the gut. Cerebral subjects can sometimes get too unwieldy
Teo also had interesting insights on South Asian
for fiction, and writing too much
and Southeast Asian literature. “India’s
from the heart can keep you too close
literature had been typecast into the
Writing from the East has always to the skin of your feelings, thereby
Great Indian Novel written primarily
preventing your writing brain from
needed to be flattened for the
by men, while Singapore barely had a
actually inventing anything. Writing
recognisable name from its literary scene.
western reader, and there is a
from the gut requires you to have a
These cliches are the effects of postburden on the author to be a
narrative distance from the source of
colonialism and took a long time to wear
flagbearer of their culture. The
trauma or pleasure you’re trying to tap.
off; both countries are only now shedding
move
away
from
these
limitations
That detachment helps you identify
that colonial burden. Singapore today is
what is interesting about your subject
over the past two decades has
thriving; Kevin Kwan’s Crazy Rich Asians
helped literature as a whole grow matter.”
has drastically changed the way the world

looks at Singapore. Writing from the East
After an illuminating segment
by leaps and bounds
has always needed to be flattened for the
comprising discussions on everything
western reader, and there is a burden
from postcolonial literature to young
on the author to be a flagbearer of their
people on Instagram, the virtual meet
culture. The move away from these limitations over the
ended with an audience interaction on Singapore’s writing
past two decades has helped literature as a whole grow by
scene and Teo’s ideas on writing as an art form.
leaps and bounds.”
What would Teo’s advice to young writers be?
“Break free from your own inhibitions,” said Teo. “It’s

The Universe Writes is presented by Shree Cement Ltd, in
association with Siyahi

“Congratulations to Teo and Singh for an
interesting and informative discussion
not only on the various characters of
Ponti but also about the changing culture
of Singapore. I thank Prabha Khaitan
Foundation for bringing such acclaimed
writers to this literary forum.”

“It was a riveting session with
Sharlene Teo outlining the story of
three women, friendship, isolation,
despair, the haunting memories of
childhood and the heartbreaking
truth of growing up.”
— Sunita Pant Bansal

— Prem Kaku
“The conversation between
Shivranjani and Sharlene was
fresh, thoughtful and moved
the frame of reference away
from the usual. Both of them I
thought were incredibly bright
and articulate women. I had to
laugh at Shivranjani’s comment
about italicising words in
different languages, given
the extent to which I do it!
However, it’s worth considering
the view that you want to make
it easy for your reader. Great to
hear opinions and views that
are incredibly well informed.”
— Buchi Ramagopal

Aruna Pandey

Ranoo Nathany

Dr Shiv Dutt

Shilpa Mehta

Meenal Samdhani

Purushottam Agarwal

“It was a very interesting
session. Sharlene is such
a sweet and wise young
lady, it was endearing to
hear some of the things
she said. She was very
frank, which was much
appreciated.”
— Kavita Atroley

Vijay Balakrishanan

Vinita Johri

@theuniversewrites
@universe_writes
@theuniversewrites
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(L-R) Gaurav Girija Shukla, Garima Tiwari, Priya Sahgal, Bhupesh Baghel, Rasheed Kidwai, Nirmal Pathak, Ravi Tiwari, Shrishti Trivedi, Kalpana Choudhary and Aanchal Garcha
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Subhadra Rathore
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Uma Tiwari

Jeevesh Choubey
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A

Slice
of Life on
Stage

hespian Manoj Mitra feels it isn’t necessary to
write dialogues for every emotion that needs to be
conveyed to the audience. Many emotions can be made
palpable through acting without dialogue—through
gestures, body language and facial expressions. The way
an actor uses their hands and body on stage is very similar
to the way people actually communicate in real life. Mitra
shared many more such valuable insights and anecdotes
while talking about the plays he has written, in a session
of Aakhar Kolkata organised by Prabha Khaitan
Foundation. He was in conversation with noted theatre
director and actor Meghnad Bhattacharya.
Mitra believes there are many hidden links within our
epics and heritage that can be used to craft compelling
stories and plays. Writing more than a hundred plays
over six decades, Mitra dons many hats as a celebrated
playwright, director and actor. He is a recipient of the
Sangeet Natak Akademi Award and the Dinabandhu
Puraskar. He is best known for the lead role in the Tapan
Sinha-directed Banchharamer Bagaan, which is based on
Mitra’s own play Sajano Bagaan.
Mitra was born in 1938 in a small village called
Dhulihar in Khulna, Bangladesh, a village unique for
the way villagers and thieves lived together in harmony.
Recalling an incident from childhood, Mitra said once
he was suffering from malaria and his grandmother was
sitting by his side. Late at night, they heard sounds of
utensils being moved—it was apparently a thief. “My
grandmother called out to the thief, saying that she
couldn’t step out and punish him because she couldn’t
leave her grandson’s side. She asked the thief to leave the
utensils behind and promised him food and groceries if

Meghnad Bhattacharya

he came the following day… The next morning we found
all our utensils safe and sound, scattered in the courtyard.
A little later, a villager turned up and claimed that my
grandmother had invited him for lunch. Turns out it was
the very same thief from the previous night,” said Mitra.
When asked to share his memories of theatre from
his childhood days, Mitra said every year after Durga
Puja, the boys from his village used to put up plays in
the evenings. Those were the times when female roles
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People are incredibly happy to
see real life replicated in theatre.
They enjoy watching a slice of
life being enacted on stage,
something they can relate to
their own life experiences

were played by men. One such play was Sarat Chandra
Chattopadhyay’s Ramer Sumati. The performance that
day was subpar and people were clearly disinterested in
the goings-on on stage. That was until a fisherman came
in carrying two live fish that would be needed in a scene
as props. As soon as the fish were passed on to the stage,
they jumped out and started leaping around all over. “This
display of fish antics amused the audience so much that
they came crowding around the stage to watch the fish,
despite having to deal with fish in their own ponds every
day,” said Mitra.

KOLKATA
Hemnalini had an indelible influence on him. His first
play as a playwright, Mrityur Chokhe Jol, which earned
him the first place in a statewide competition, was based
on his grandparents. He established Sundaram, a theatre
group, in 1957 with his friend and college batchmate
Partha Pratim Chowdhury, who went on to become a
prominent playwright, stage and film director. The group
staged more than 70 plays, including Sajano Bagan,
Alokanandar Putra Kanya and Chhayar Prashad.
Sundaram was dissolved in 1970 before being reestablished by Mitra in 1975 with the play Parabas—a play
that remains the veteran’s favourite production till date.
Helpless people, people who were struggling in life and

Another such play was Rabindranath Tagore’s Roger
Chikitsha, where Mitra himself participated as an actor. A
particular scene that had Mitra carrying a couple of live
ducks under his clothes had the audience in stitches—
Seema Mukherjee
Soumitra Mitra
even more when the people saw how the ducks had
attacked Mitra, leaving him all scratched and bloodied.
These instances astonished the thespian, making him
the elderly moved Mitra to a great extent. Parabas was
realise how much people enjoyed
based on one such person whom Mitra
theatre that was as close to life as
refers to as Phani babu, an acquaintance
possible. “People are incredibly happy
from Khulna. All of Mitra’s plays as
The impressions we gather as
to see real life replicated in theatre.
a playwright draw on people he has
children stay on with us forever.
They enjoy watching a slice of life being
crossed paths with in real life. His
enacted on stage, something they can
That’s called childhood retention. celebrated play Sajano Bagan is based
relate to their own life experiences,”
We don’t develop such impactful on Banchharam, an old man he had
said Mitra.
impressions when we grow older met as a child in Khulna but had never
forgotten. “The impressions we gather as
The veteran’s father had always
because the lure of many other
children stay on with us forever. That’s
wanted him to explore academics and
areas of interest expands and
called childhood retention. We don’t
research, irrespective of whether that
overpowers us. But childhood
develop such impactful impressions
earned him a job or not. When Mitra
retention
is
indestructible
and
when we grow older because the
got his first job offer from Scottish
lure of many other areas of interest
omnipresent. All it takes is a
Church College after completing his
expands and overpowers us. But
Masters in 1960, his father tore his
little nourishment to preserve it
childhood retention is indestructible
appointment letter and threw it away.
forever
and omnipresent. All it takes is a little
However, although Mitra went on
nourishment to preserve it forever,” said
to teach at colleges such as Raniganj
the veteran.
College and Brahmananda Keshab
Chandra College, his heart lay in
theatre.
Aakhar Kolkata is presented by Shree Cement Ltd, in
Mitra’s grandfather Anyadacharan and grandmother

association with Anandabazar Patrika and Purba Paschim
@aakhar_east
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Seth and
Social
Media
Suhel Seth

H

e is neither a movie star nor a
politician, yet he has 4.75 million
followers on Twitter. But for Suhel
Seth, social media is neither a means
of survival nor a means of recognition.
He doesn’t use Twitter for earning his
bread and butter and doesn’t get paid
for being on Twitter in any way. He
believes people follow him because he
doesn’t stray from the path of common
sense. The Indian businessman and
columnist was recently in conversation
with author and screenwriter Advaita
Kala in a virtual session organised by Prabha
Khaitan Foundation. Seth is also the founder and
managing director of consultancy firm Counselage
India, an actor, keynote speaker and TV pundit.
When asked about his favourite social media
platform, Seth said he doesn’t have any. To him,
each platform has its own unique merit—Twitter is
for current affairs, while Facebook is for community
building. Instagram, on the other hand, is for

sharing the
good that’s
around and is
an excellent
tool for
promoting
young talent,
emerging
restaurants,
cafes and home
Advaita Kala
chefs. “People
shouldn’t use
social media
only for themselves but also for the community,”
said Seth.
Talking about the negativity surrounding social
media, Seth said if someone hurled abuses at him
for no good reason or had nothing productive to
say on social media, he blocked them because he
didn’t need toxic people in his life and didn’t want to
stoop to their level by responding to them. “Ninety
percent of our country is filled with people who are
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Children nowadays are being increasingly
affected by social media, developing issues of body
dysmorphia and a fear or envy of other people’s
successes as they compare themselves constantly
to others. This is giving way to low self-esteem and
increasing incidence of depression and anxiety among
teenagers. How does one help
their child prepare for not having
I
salute
every
young
person.
I
it all—not having that iPhone, not
The actor often peppers his
having that car, not having those
learn more from the young than
tweets with sarcasm and satire
holidays? Seth thinks this is more
I can ever hope to teach them…
because he believes people love a
of a parenting issue. More and
good laugh, and he enjoys himself.
they’re more committed and
more parents are abrogating their
Does he get trolled because of
family-driven. The essential
responsibility to schools. “You have
his tweets? “Of course, I get
young Indian to my mind has his
to remember that only one-fourth
trolled,” said Seth. But it doesn’t
of your time is spent in school,” said
or her heart in the right place
matter to him. He added that it
Seth. “Where are parents actually
was important to be logical and
going into the needs of a child or
understand that there would
even sharing reading time?” Parents
always be people who would have
a view distinct from one’s own. There was a difference are replicating the entire school for tuition hours with
multiple tutors for every subject.
between disagreeing and being disagreeable. “More
reasonable human beings. These are good people—
they are people who care about the country. These
are people who are neither left of centre or right of
centre. These are normal, decent human beings who
want only three things: a good quality of life, dignity
and decency. When you have these kinds of people,
you don’t need to worry about the
rest,” said Seth.

In Seth’s eyes, the current generation is far brighter
and more cause-driven than his own generation.
He believes they are going to be the ones to save the
planet in the future. A lot of success stories today
are of non-entitled people doing
well for themselves. “I salute every
young person. I learn more from the
Sanskriti and sanskar take
young than I can ever hope to teach
multiple tsunamis to destroy.
them… they’re more committed
When people get goosebumps
and family-driven. The essential
while listening to the National
young Indian to my mind has his
Anthem, it isn’t because of
or her heart in the right place,” said
Seth.
nationalism or jingoism. It’s

often than not, we are disagreeable. We take too
many things to heart… It’s sad, but I’m no one to
judge. To each their own. Will I follow a path littered
with destructiveness and disgust? No.
“There’s so much anger and rage
in our country. Social media and,
more than anything else, Twitter
has fanned the flames of rage.
Rage isn’t a quality that endears or
engenders. Rage is a quality that
destroys and diminishes. Do you
really want to engage in that sort
of a thing? If you’re upset with
people, get off Twitter,” said Seth.

because of the pride of belonging
and the pride of being an Indian

Seth feels technology is
purpose-agnostic and one needs
to remember to use it for good.
According to him, social media is
like a knife that one could use to either butter their
toast or kill. “Blaming the medium is unfair—it’s
there for you to use. It’s your choice how you use it,”
he added.

How could one use social media to brand and
market themselves? Seth believes one would need to
be a disruptor to create a niche for themselves in the
market. “The only way you can be a disruptor is if
you genuinely believe in what you are doing,” he said.

Seth believes sanskriti and
sanskar take multiple tsunamis
to destroy. When people get
goosebumps while listening to the
National Anthem, it isn’t because
of nationalism or jingoism. It’s because of the pride
of belonging and the pride of being an Indian, feels
the actor. “I am delighted that we have foundations
like Prabha Khaitan Foundation. I am delighted that
we use literature to embrace a new civilisational idea
of India rather than follow a path of hate, rage and
destruction,” he said.
Tête-à-tea is presented by Shree Cement Ltd in
association with Kahalli
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History, Hitler
and India

Vaibhav Purandare
Ratnottama Sengupta

V

aibhav Purandare grew up in Mumbai during the
crucial phase spanning the 1980s and 1990s, when he
bore witness to the growth of the identity of the Shiv Sena
from that of a regional political presence to that of an
enthusiastic proponent of a popular political ideology. His
foray into journalism began in the early 1990s with the
political news magazine, Blitz, and since then he has gone
from strength to strength, having worked with some of
the country’s most prominent newspapers, including The
Indian Express, The Asian Age, Daily News and Analysis,
Mid-Day, Mumbai Mirror and the Hindustan Times, aside
from a slew of other publications. He became an author
very early as well; he was just 23 when his debut book,
The Sena Story (1999), was published, and his subsequent
work, Sachin Tendulkar: A Definitive Biography, has had
several editions.
Purandare has been a biographer of Bal Thackeray and
V.D. Savarkar as well as a chronicler of the Shiv Sena’s
history. Now, he has trained his lens on the intriguing
and complex connection that the nation once shared with
the most reviled figures in modern history, Adolf Hitler.
Prabha Khaitan Foundation organised a session of An
Author’s Afternoon with Purandare to talk about his
newest book, Hitler and India: The Untold Story of His
Hatred for the Country & Its People. The book does not

just delve into the myths that surround Hitler but also
the grim truths of what the Fuhrer actually thought of
India and its people. In order to put forth his arguments,
Purandare references extensive archival material, speeches
and interviews as well as the stories of several Indians
who, in the 1930s and 1940s, happened to meet Nazis.
In conversation with the author was writer and fellow
journalist, Ratnottama Sengupta.
India’s fascination with Adolf Hitler shows no signs
of abating, with Mein Kampf continuing to feature on
bestseller lists even close to a century after its publication.
And while such fascination does not necessarily indicate
popular support for the despised historical figure,
Purandare does throw light on an interesting point—that
this sort of popularity can be attributed to a few basic
misconceptions, which over the years, have come to
be accepted as fact by the wider public. Among these
notions, the most prominent one seems to suggest that
Hitler’s fight against the British during World War II was
indicative of the fact that he must have been in favour of
India’s struggle for Independence. This, of course, could
not be farther from the truth. “We would all imagine
that India was somewhere at the edge of Hitler’s political
consciousness. Surprisingly... right through his totally
controversial political and military career… Hitler is time
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and again talking about India,” pointed out Purandare.

Strasser brothers published an article in one of the Nazi
“I scratched my head to find reasons why Hitler would newspapers that spoke in favour of India’s independence,
Hitler, in a meeting with Otto Strasser, insisted that the
be of interest to a 21st-century Indian,” laughed Sengupta
Nazi party refrain from associating
before asking Purandare why he
themselves with the freedom
chose this subject for his newest
struggle.”
My curiosity about Hitler’s views on
book. “My curiosity about Hitler’s
views on India stemmed from my
reading of Mein Kampf,” revealed
Purandare. “The passage about
India in Hitler’s autobiography
is completely anti-India. He goes
to the extent of saying that India
does not deserve freedom. When
I read that, I was taken aback.
These revelations fuelled my desire
to know more, and so I started
digging into German archives. It
was there that I discovered, much
to my surprise, that Hitler not only
idolised the reign of the British but
also aimed to emulate it with the
Nazi party.”

India stemmed from my reading of Mein
Kampf. The passage about India in Hitler’s
autobiography is completely anti-India.
He goes to the extent of saying that India
does not deserve freedom; when I read
that, I was taken aback. These revelations
fuelled my desire to know more, and so
I started digging into German archives.
It was there that I discovered, much to
my surprise, that Hitler not only idolised
the reign of the British but also aimed to
emulate it with the Nazi party

“Hitler, who had derived his ideas about India from
the works of a British political philosopher, Houston
Chamberlain, considered Indians to be racially inferior,
and had warned his party members against associating
with them on multiple occasions,” revealed Purandare.
“This became a bone of contention between him and
the Strasser brothers—Otto and Gregor Strasser—who
were, at the time, heading the party’s left wing. When the

While on the subject of Hitler
and India, can Netaji Subhas
Chandra Bose’s now-infamous
meeting with the Fuhrer ever be
forgotten? It cannot, but Purandare
had further revelations to make.
“Hitler only agreed to meet Bose
after making him wait for more
than a year. And even after that
slight, Hitler was reluctant to issue
a declaration in favour of India’s
freedom, which he only signed a
few days before he took his own
life in 1945.” In the course of the
discussion, Purandare also spoke at
length about other eminent Indian
personalities like Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi and
the legendary hockey player, Dhyan Chand, under whose
exceptional leadership the Indian hockey team defeated
Germany and went on to win gold at the Berlin Olympics
in 1936.
An Author’s Afternoon is presented by Shree Cement
Ltd, in association with Taj Bengal Kolkata, The Telegraph
Online-My Kolkata

“Just calling the session an ‘interesting’ and
‘engaging’ one is putting it really mildly.
There’s history that is taught to you in
schools, there’s history that you read about
in books, but there is also this history which
everyone doesn’t hear about… and this is the
version of history which everyone should
know, and it is books like this which do it.
This entire session was a learning experience.”
— Esha Dutta, Ehsaas Woman of Kolkata

“The kind of research that Vaibhav Purandare has done to write
each book is staggering. The conversation with Ratnottama
Sengupta was fascinating as well as gripping. We look forward to
hosting more such interesting sessions with the Foundation.”

“I liked that international,
modern aspect of history and
the way Purandare spoke about
Hitler, Gandhi and others. It was
a really knowledgeable session.”
— Debasree Nazir

— Farhan Khan, Taj Bengal
@authorafternoon
anauthorsafternoon.in
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Sourav Burman

Kruti Shah

Manjri Shah

Feyago

W

hile the world celebrates November 20 as
International Children’s Day, India observes
Children’s Day on November 14, the birthday of the
nation’s first Prime Minister, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru.
Children are the future of the nation and, indeed, the
world. Nehru held the same opinion; he always held these
young citizens of the country in high esteem, and said that
they should be carefully and lovingly nurtured, as they are
the real strength of a country and the very foundation of
society. He believed that children in India can bring about
much-needed societal change as they, unlike adults “can
play together without thinking of differences”.
Prabha Khaitan Foundation, which has been at
the forefront of education and empowering children
under its Muskaan initiative, celebrated and honoured

Day for
the Little
Heroes
Children’s Day through a myriad activities. In order to
brighten up the occasion for children across age groups,
the Foundation organised three virtual events for
preschool, middle school and high school students. All
of the sessions were moderated by Sumitra Ray, Student
Programmes Advisor of the Foundation.
Children from Nursery to Class II participated in
an invigorating and energetic session of kinaesthetic
learning. This form of pedagogy is designed around
the belief that children learn best when their bodies are
active. Thus, instead of just listening to a lesson being
taught, kinaesthetic learning ensures
that kids are actively engaged.
This developmentally appropriate
approach is a great way to improve
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literacy among toddlers and preschoolers. Manjri Shah
and Kruti Shah from The Academy of Creative Movement
and Dance engaged their young virtual audience in a
journey of multi-sensory learning. The objective of the
programme was fitness, motor skill development, selfconfidence and self-expression through dance, while
also equipping students with a strong foundation for
professional dancing, with the help of easy steps.
The two teachers engaged the children with their
enthusiasm and innovative learning techniques. The
music to which the dance movements were matched
was a hit with the children, who smartly followed the
instructions and grooved with the tunes. The best part
of the event was the parents joining their children and
matching their steps! It went to show that child-like
qualities are present in everyone.
The next virtual event organised under Muskaan was
for the children of classes III to VI. Prominent illusionist,
mentalist and magician Sourav Burman enthralled his
virtual audience with mesmerising magical tricks. With
a career spanning three decades, it was easy to see how
he was able to captivate his audience irrespective of their
age. He interacted with the children and made them a
part of his act, ensuring that they felt like they, too, were
instrumental in making the magic happen. From making
things disappear to guessing impossible information from
the minds of his audience, he left the students spellbound.
It was a fitting Children’s Day event, as youngsters need
magic in their lives!

Students from senior school also had a treat in store
for them; Muskaan organised a virtual session with the
rapper Feyago. The musician was able to connect with his
audience instantaneously, owing to his charm, swagger,
groovy music and candid interaction. Feyago is one of the
pioneers of Indian hip-hop, having performed at many
major festivals across the subcontinent, including NH7
Weekender and the Ziro Festival. He has also won the title
of Best Hip Hop Act at the Vh1 Sound Nation Awards in
2014. He is the creator of the Anthem For The Northeast,
Logical Guy and other songs, garnering over eight million
views on YouTube. His story has even inspired some
aspects of the movie Gully Boy. No wonder then that the
young audience was hooked to the session!
“My real name is Vikramjit Sen, and I grew up in
Darjeeling,” revealed Feyago to the students. “My career
took a 180-degree turn when I went to study marketing
in England. I was highly influenced by music production,
and soon started turning my poems into music. Even
though I studied in a boarding school in Darjeeling, I
never lost touch with Kolkata, as my parents still live
there. As a Bengali, I use folk music, especially baul
music, in my rap so that I can keep in touch with my
roots.” Feyago performed for the students and asked them
to join him in the chorus. They gave Feyago random
words to create songs out of, and the musician happily
obliged. The thoroughly enjoyable session came to an end
with Feyago interacting with the students about anime,
creating music with the help of apps and a whole host of
other subjects.
@muskaan_pkf
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A

n Open Letter To Radhika

My dearest firstborn is no longer a child. He is all grown up now and ready to bring his bride home.

When he was a baby, my overwhelming desire for a daughter led me to dress little Dhruv in frills and
frocks—a fact for which he still hasn’t forgiven me.
I remember him coming home crying one day because another child in school had called him
Halwasiya Market.
Another time he happened to gain access to my jewellery drawer. Six-year-old Dhruv gazed with
wide-eyed wonder at it all and lisped, “Tabhi Papa ko itna kaam karna padta hai”. Ever since then his
admiration (or was it pity ?) for his dad multiplied manifold. The lisp, by the way, is still very much there,
and it is rather cute.
In all his innocence, he considered the Taj Man Singh to be richer than Taj Lucknow only because
they made larger chocolate bullseyes. I think his love affair with chocolates must have begun about then.
He was a rather smart kid. He coined his own words. Peanuts were ‘ajuja’, lollypop was ‘popli’ and his
bum was ‘pom pom’. He drove his mausi batty when he insisted he wanted ‘popli’ and for the life of her
she couldn’t understand what he meant.
Dhruv grew up in a matriarchal household with three generations of women and two hysterical maids
whose only preoccupation was to feed him, and his to get away from the tyranny of force feeding.
All this ended abruptly when the time came to leave for boarding school. The poor kid probably
thought that he had been abandoned for life.
When he first started writing letters home from Welham School he would laboriously begin—”Dear
Mummy, Papa, Daadi and Karn (Raivant was called Karn then)”. After a couple of weeks he had a
brainwave and condensed it to “Dear MPD and K”. His penchant for abbreviations was further seen
when, whenever angry, he would yell out “KK”. To all you ignoramuses, that is short for “Kutta Kamina”.
You see, using the full form was frowned upon, hence this clever idea.
Radhika is my daughter. I can’t call it any other relationship. She fulfills my single most desire and my
happiness knows no bounds. My impatience to welcome her into the fold is extreme but I still think it
only fair to warn her about her future husband’s fascinating character traits.
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Dhruv has a total of three words in his vocabulary—fine, whatever, okay. It is amazing how he can conduct an
entire conversation using them.
He has an aversion to closets and drawers. All his worldly possessions lie displayed on the floor of his room,
which I have exasperatedly dubbed ‘The Pig Sty’.
His education has been woefully deficient in some quarters. He never learned the difference between ‘kharbuja’
and ‘tarbooj’, not to mention ‘dedh’ and ‘adhai’. Sometimes he even gets his AM-PM wrong.
Also his mental growth seems to have stopped along the way. He fights with Raivant over space on the Lazy Boy,
and God forbid if he is ever asked to share his chocolates! The look in his eyes turns positively evil.
The time when he got himself a box of Tangri Kebabs and was quietly eating them in his room… AND Raivant
saw them!!! That was the beginning of the crisis. They had to be pried apart and isolated to prevent any major bodily
damage.
Reading a train ticket is an extremely challenging job as was proven when he was put on a train to Siliguri and
he slept his way to Guwahati, almost giving Nanima and Nanu a cardiac arrest in the process.
During his punk phase, he once, along with his own, also got Raivant’s head shaved clean. The poor kid was
hysterical for days crying, ‘Dhruv bhaiya baal tod diya’. After I threatened him with all kinds of dire consequences
he agreed to grow his hair back and it grew...and grew... and grew till he could tie it into a ponytail. When good
sense finally prevailed and he cut his hair the right length, the family heaved a collective sigh of relief. I was amazed
at how good-looking my son actually was.
To his credit he is a supremely satisfied soul. His last pair of jeans are on life support but that in no way interferes
with his happiness.
Raivant, being the more privileged of the two, is the proud owner of a pair of formal shoes, which they both wore
in shifts for Akshay’s wedding.
The baby of the family, Raivant, is superglued to Dhruv’s neck most of the time. I am afraid they come as a
package deal, though I am pretty sure he’ll very soon transfer his allegiance from his ‘Dubaiya’ to his adoring,
beautiful Bhabi.
The part brat, part aristocrat, is as lovable as he is exasperating.
He very patiently took me to Camden Town for an entire day. Though I think his Marwari DNA and inborn
entrepreneurial skills were at play here. This entire exercise was to stop me from shopping at Harrods.
He realises I use Facebook to spy on him but he pretends not to know.
He lets me watch reruns of Balika Badhu on his laptop, which in his own words is way above and beyond the call
of filial duty.
He heroically watched The Dark Knight returns with his dad... in Hindi... and didn’t complain even once.
Dhruv was born dazed and confused…he continues to be so. A wonderful space to be in, no doubt.
He is ably supported in every which way by his battalion of cousins. The brat pack consisting of Gaurang,
Anshuman, Ayush, Ananya, Sameer, Shrija, Neha, Akshay and Raivant, has over the
years mushroomed into a rumbling youth-quake, gathering additions along the way.
Ritu, Shivika, Priyanki, Ragini and Aditi have contributed immensely to the glamour
quotient of the family. Saurabh and Soubhagya are vigorous in their protest at being
called sons-in-law, and I completely endorse the fact that they are sons…and more.
And now with a daughter by my side, my world is finally complete. There is
nothing more I could ask for.
Madhuri (Mom)
Madhuri Halwasiya is an Ehsaas Woman of Lucknow
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Spreading Cheer and Joy on Children’s Day

To celebrate Children’s Day, Muskaan, in association with Prayas, organised a fun gathering for children with special
needs and underprivileged students from different areas. The event had the children participating in some fun
activities and was followed by lunch. Each child also received gifts at the end of the day’s celebrations.

Anindita Chatterjee, executive trustee of Prabha
Khaitan Foundation, and Sumitra Ray, student
programmes advisor of Prabha Khaitan
Foundation, visited underprivileged children from
three NGOs in Kolkata—Awaz, Calcutta School
Project and Maya Foundation—to distribute Diwali gift
hampers, under the Foundation’s Muskaan initiative.
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Expressing Through Art and Words of Motivation
Prabha Khaitan Foundation, under the aegis of their Muskaan initiative, organised an art competition for students of
classes VI to VII where they were asked to paint on the theme of Freedom of Expression. Schools were asked to send in
three of their best selections from which the winners were chosen.
Pallavi Banerji from Modern High School for Girls (age 12) received the first prize, Shibam Pal of Techno India
Group Public School (age 10) won the second prize and Maayra Shah of Cathedral and John Connon School (age 13)
won the third prize. Seven other students won the runners-up prizes.
1st WINNER

2nd WINNER

3rd WINNER

Maayra Shah

Pallavi Banerji

Shibam Pal

Deepak Ramola

Mansi Kamdar Shah

Prabha Khaitan Foundation, under its Muskaan initiative, invited
poet and lyricist Deepak Ramola to speak to students of classes VIII
to XII in an interactive session that was all about providing the right
motivation. Ramola is a two-time TED Talk speaker and UN Action
Plan Executor. He has previously served as the Kindness Ambassador
for UNESCO MGIEP. Deepak’s methodology of designing wisdom
has been recognised as the world’s top 100 innovations in education
by the Finland-based organisation HundrED.
Sumitra Ray

Muskaan is a project of Education For All, presented by Shree Cement Ltd
@muskaan_pkf
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Rights
For All
“To deny people their human rights is to challenge their
very humanity.”
Nelson Mandela
Former South African President and revolutionary
Nelson Mandela devoted his life to fighting against
apartheid, South Africa’s system of institutionalised racial
segregation. Although his fight led him to be imprisoned
for 27 long years, Mandela never gave up hope for a better
future. His negotiations with the government even before
his release in 1990 not only helped prevent a civil war but
also brought peace and equality to a racially segregated
nation. Today, he is remembered across the world as a
champion of human rights who was prepared to sacrifice
his life to ensure equality for all.
The United Nations (UN) defines human rights as
“rights inherent to all human beings, regardless of race,
sex, nationality, ethnicity, language, religion, or any other
status. Human rights include the right to life and liberty,
freedom from slavery and torture, freedom of opinion
and expression, the right to work and education, and
many more. Everyone is entitled to these rights, without
discrimination”. Human rights form the core of the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals.
On December 10, 1948, the UN General Assembly
adopted the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

(UDHR). The UDHR is “a milestone document, which
proclaims the inalienable rights that everyone is entitled
to as a human being”. Ever since then, December
10 is observed as Human Rights Day every year to
generate awareness on human rights and highlight
their significance in building a better world through
collective humanity. The theme of Human Rights Day
2021 is “Equality—reducing inequalities and advancing
human rights”. It emphasises Article 1 of the UDHR,
“All human beings are born free and equal in dignity
and rights”. The approach outlined by the UN in the
document underscores the need to identify and address
discrimination and focus on finding ways to combat such
bias that is still rampant in society.
From xenophobia and religious intolerance to
discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation,
disability, gender and religion, bigotry can take many
forms. Perfectly capable and competent individuals are
denied opportunities, attacked and exploited because they
belong to an identifiable out-group. In August 2017, more
than 7,00,000 Rohingya Muslims had to flee Myanmar
after a vicious attack by Myanmar’s army.
A recent study by the Williams Institute at UCLA
School of Law showed LGBT people were “nearly four
times more likely than non-LGBT people to experience
violent victimisation, including rape, sexual assault, and
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The United Nations (UN) defines human rights as
‘rights inherent to all human beings, regardless of
race, sex, nationality, ethnicity, language, religion,
or any other status. Human rights include the right
to life and liberty, freedom from slavery and torture,
freedom of opinion and expression, the right to
work and education, and many more. Everyone is
entitled to these rights, without discrimination

aggravated or simple assault”. Women in middle-eastern
countries such as Saudi Arabia and Iran have frequently
been prosecuted on the grounds of dress code. While
as many as one in 10 people live with a disability, such
individuals often spend their lives as objects of pity,
ostracised from society and denied employment.
These instances are only a few of many. To effectively
respond to violations of human rights across the globe,
an intergovernmental body, known as the Human
Rights Council (HRC), was established on
March 15, 2006. The HRC is made up of 47
UN Member State representatives, who
are responsible for strengthening and
safeguarding the human rights of people
over the world. Once every four years, the
HRC reviews the human rights records of
all UN Member States, which is referred to as
the Universal Periodic Review. Each Member
State presents the measures they’ve adopted
and the challenges that may be encountered
to uphold and improve human rights in their
country and fulfil their international obligations.
The Universal Periodic Review is crafted in a
manner that ensures universality and equality of
treatment for every country.

ARTWORK BY
SUDIPTA KUNDU

Former UN Deputy Secretary-General Jan
Eliasson had said, “There can be no peace without
development, no development without peace, and no
lasting peace or sustainable development without respect
for human rights and the rule of law.” The UN believes
equality, inclusion and non-discrimination or, in other
words, “a human rights-based approach to development”
is the only way forward to reduce inequalities in society.
As we build back a “better, fairer and greener” world after
a global pandemic, Prabha Khaitan Foundation commits
itself to championing human rights every step of the way
and embracing humanity today and in the future.
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